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SSU01 soluble support requires about a 20% BioSolv solution for optimum cleaning/removal. Below 

are some guidelines . 

The desired concentration is about a 20% solution.  For example, if your cleaning tank holds about 7 

gallons of water (like an Omegasonics 7950TT), then to reach the 7 gallons add 1.5 gallons of BioSolv 

and 5.5 gallons of water. You can find BioSolv on our materials library in one gallon bottles sold in 

packs of four   

It’s hard to know exactly how often the tank will require a full refresh, it depends, of course, on how 

much material gets dissolved into the solution.  With regular use, it will need a top-up of about a gallon 

of water with a cup and a half of NaOH every couple of weeks.  A guess, if you’re using the tank a lot, 

would be that you probably will need to change the tank about every 6-12 weeks (a wide range, we 

know, but it really is a “depends” situation.).  Since it is a lye solution (drain cleaner, basically) it can be 

safely poured down the sink in a controlled fashion using plenty of water to dilute and flush.  (See 

http://www.dudadiesel.com/drain_cleaners.php for more information.) 

Our experience indicates that a good method is to put a part (or parts) in the tank for about 90 

minutes (preheat to about 40°C, ultrasonic generator on). Use the included “hold down” basket to 

ensure that parts remain submerged in the solution. After about 90 minutes remove from the tank and 

rinse and brush the part under running water to remove all the softened support, and repeat one or 

two more times depending on how much support, and how “trapped” it is in the geometry.  We use a 

small mesh stainless screen over the drain to capture solidified support for disposal in the garbage. 

After cleaning, wash thoroughly with warm water and mild hand soap to remove any NaOH solution 

left on the part.  Some difficult to clean parts may require additional drying and rinsing cycles to 

completely remove any residual NaOH. 

In the startup kit you will have received some Nitrile gloves for working with this material, and a couple 

of cleaning brushes we’ve found to work well for helping to clean parts, so all you’ll need to source is 

the NaOH itself.  Any mild hand soap will work for washing the parts after support removal. 

http://www.dudadiesel.com/drain_cleaners.php

